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Time-resolved terahertz experiments in a novel setup were used for a direct observation of the competition
between the single- and two-photon absorption in highly excited GaAs. The experiments were carried out near
800 nm where the single photon absorption usually dominates. The crystal surface was excited by femtosecond
laser pulses with fluences up to 4.2 mJ/cm2, for which the single-photon absorption saturates and the two-
photon absorption becomes the leading absorption mechanism. The two-photon absorption coefficientb, its
anisotropy and the depth profile of the photoexcited carriers were determined.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear properties of semiconductors remain an inter-
esting and important topic in materials science. Among them,
the two-photon absorption(TPA) is one of the most common
mechanisms which provides a potentially powerful probe of
high-energy conduction bands and yields information
complementary to linear spectroscopies.1 It also finds a vari-
ety of applications in optical communications, including op-
tical switching2 and ultrafast control of density of states in
photonic crystals.3 Recently, an interplay of single- and two-
photon absorption has been investigated in order to coher-
ently control photocurrent generation in bulk
semiconductors.4

Usually, the TPA experiments are performed only with
single photon energies below the linear absorption edge and
there is a lack of experimental data for higher photon ener-
gies. To our knowledge there is only one work published in
this field dealing with TPA in thin silicon films using photon
energies above the indirect band gap.5 On the other hand, due
to the widespread use of femtosecond pulses from Ti:sap-
phire sources for the investigation of ultrafast carrier dynam-
ics, the experiments often involve a considerable contribu-
tion of multiphoton processes. A detailed knowledge about
the main absorption mechanisms at the relevant wavelengths
is thus required, e.g., in order to estimate correctly the pho-
toexcited carrier density.6–8

In this paper we present new experimental results con-
cerning nonlinear absorption processes in GaAs obtained by
means of optical-pump terahertz-probe(OPTP) experiments.
The advantage of this technique compared to those using an
optical probe is that the terahertz(THz) probe photons have
energy in the meV range and cannot substantially modify the
electronic distribution in the sample. Thus the THz radiation
propagates practically without absorption and dispersion in
unexcited bulk semi-insulating GaAs and can detect even
low concentrationss<1014 cm−3d of free carriers. On the
other hand, highly excited parts of the sample behave like
metallic mirrors reflecting the totality of the incident THz
radiation. This property, which is a drawback when a classi-
cal transmission setup is used, allows us to conceive a time-
of-flight THz technique. Thanks to the possibility of synchro-

nous phase-sensitive detection of THz pulses one can
sensitively monitor the position of the interface between the
excited and unexcited part of the sample in a broad range of
excitation fluences. The obtained experimental data then give
access to the TPA coefficient.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

For our experiments we have used a Ti:sapphire multipass
amplifier (Odin, Quantronix) delivering 1 mJ pulses with a
duration of Dt=55 fs, a bandwidth ofDl=30 nm, and a
mean wavelength ofl=810 nm at a repetition rate of 1 kHz.
One part of the beam was used for the sample excitation; its
intensity was varied by several orders of magnitude using
neutral density filters. The sample was ak001l semi-
insulating GaAs wafer with a thicknessd=0.7 mm fixed to a
circular aperture with a diameter of 2 mm; the aperture was
placed after the sample, so the beam excited a surface area
(with a diameter of 5 mm) larger than that contributing to the
signal. This setup should exclude the phenomena arising
from a sharp step of the carrier density in the lateral direc-
tion. The in-plane orientation of the GaAs wafer was varied
with regard to the pump beam polarization in order to study
the anisotropy of the TPA. The THz radiation was generated
and detected using 1 mm thick[011] ZnTe single crystals;9

some more details about our THz setup were published
previously.10

While usual OPTP studies6,11,12 employ configurations
where the THz beam transmissivity is detected, we have used
a novel experimental scheme employing an internal reflec-
tion of the THz pulses. The propagation of pulses through the
sample is shown schematically in Fig. 1. First, a THz pulse
incident on the input surface is let to propagate through the
sample in equilibrium. It is followed by the optical pump
pulse, which generates free carriers near below the surface.
The part of the THz pulse which passes through directly is
not affected by the pump pulse and it is used as a reference.
The part reflected on the output surface serves as a probe: It
propagates back to the input surface, which has been excited
meanwhile, and reflects from its inner side. Then, it can be
detected as the first echo, carrying a signature of the excited
input surface(and equilibrium output surface).
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The time of arrival of the first echot1 provides informa-
tion about the differencel between the path length of the
directly passing THz pulse and that of the echo. In equilib-
rium (pump pulse off), the reflection occurs on the crystal
surface so thatl =2d. At low excitation fluences the pump
pulse is absorbed by SPA within the penetration depth
D=1/a0=0.75mm (wherea0 is the linear absorption coeffi-
cient in GaAs at 800 nm)13 and the effective path of the 1st

echo will be slightly shortened. At higher fluences, the pho-
toexcited layer at the sample surface becomes optically
bleached and its thickness may increase. On the other hand,
at high fluences the nonvanishing TPA reduces the total num-
ber of particles excited through SPA. The photoexcited layer
thickness will thus depend on the competition between TPA
and saturated SPA.

The probe THz pulse is reflected on the interface separat-
ing the sample in equilibrium from the photoexcited region,
which has a metallike character and is opaque in the THz
range. For simplicity, we assume for a while that the change
of optical constants at the interface is steplike. Then,l =2sd
−z0d, wherez0 is the interface distance from the sample input
face. The temporal advance of the echo with respect to that
obtained without pump pulse is equal tot=2nTHzz0/c, where
nTHz=3.55 is the refractive index of unexcited GaAs at THz
frequencies. Experimentally, the excited layer thicknessz0
was measured as a function of the pump pulse fluence up to
F0=4.2 mJ/cm2.

III. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

To describe the competition of the TPA and saturated SPA
processes quantitatively, we assume that the TPA is the only
effective process based on the nonlinear third-order suscep-
tibility xi jkl

s3d , i.e., we neglect the possible self-phase modula-
tion and self-focusing of the pump laser beam. The TPA is
expected to be anisotropic due to the tensorial properties of
the nonlinear susceptibility which has three independent co-
efficients for GaAs in the degenerate TPA case, namelyx1111

s3d ,
x1122

s3d , andx1221
s3d .14,15 One can easily find for the pump beam

propagation alongk001l

b = bf100g cos2 2u + bf110g sin2 2u, s1d

where bf100g~ Im x1111
s3d and bf110g~ Imsx1111

s3d +x1122
s3d

+2x1221
s3d d /2 are the two independent TPA coefficients and

whereu is the angle between the crystallographic direction
k100l and the pump polarization.

The pump beam size is larger than the probed area, hence
we assume additionally that the pump beam is homogeneous
in the lateral plane. Moreover, for sub-100 fs pulses at
810 nm the free-carrier absorption can be neglected.16,17The
propagation of the optical pump pulse in the direction per-
pendicular to the surface of GaAs(i z-axis) is then described
by the following pair of differential equations

]Isz,td
]z

= − asndIsz,td − bI2sz,td −
1

vg

]Isz,td
]t

, s2d

]nsz,td
]t

=
asnd
"v

Isz,td. s3d

whereIsz,td is the pump beam intensity,nsz,td is the density
of SPA-excited particles(electrons in the conduction band or
holes in the valence band), v is the angular frequency of the
pump pulse, andvg is its group velocity in GaAs. As the
optical pump pulse lasts for several tens of femtoseconds
only, no significant relaxation or redistribution ofnsz,td can
occur during the excitation process(see Sec. IV). The SPA
coefficienta is assumed to depend onn, i.e., a=asnsz,tdd
owing to the band filling. It should be proportional to the
density of available states

asnd = a0
nmax− n

nmax
, s4d

wherenmax is the population inversion threshold. Using(4),
Eq. (3) can be integrated in time. DenotingFszd
=e−`

` Isz,tddt the pump fluence coming through a thin layer
of sample at the depthz, and nSPAszd=nsz,t→`d the total
density of SPA-excited electrons atz, one finds

nSPAszd = nmaxs1 − e−Fszd/Fsd, s5d

whereFs is the saturation fluence defined by

Fsa0 = "vnmax. s6d

The saturation behavior described by Eq.(5) will be denoted
as Model I. We will also discuss a simple and useful approxi-
mation of Eq.(5) (denoted as Model II)

F ø Fs: nSPAszd = nmax Fszd/Fs,

F . Fs: nSPAszd = nmax. s7d

Both models are shown in the inset of Fig. 2. Let us neglect
the possible reshaping of the pump pulse due to nonlineari-
ties; in this case the intensityIsz,td can be factorized

Isz,td = Fszdi0sz− vgtd. s8d

Substituting(8) and(3) into Eq. (2) and integrating it overt
one obtains

FIG. 1. The time sequence of pulses and their propagation
through the sample(drawn out of scale). The area of arrows sym-
bolizes the relative pulse energy.
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dFszd
dz

= − "vnSPAszd − bF2szdr/Dt, s9d

where r is a numerical factor which depends on the pulse
shape(e.g.,r=1 for a rectangular pulse,r=0.67 for a Gauss-
ian pulse). The meaning of this factor can be slightly ex-
tended: Its value may additionally account for the pump
pulse reshaping due to nonlinear interactions. For this rea-
son, even if the pulse shape is exactly known, the effective
value ofr can exhibit some uncertainty. Equation(9) along
with (5) or (7)—Models I or II, respectively—are the starting
points of our analysis of the experimental results. We have a
direct experimental access to thez-position of the drop-down
of nSPA which is rather sharp(sub-1mm). The fitting of this
position to the solution of(9) then provides the parameters
nmax and

b8 =
br

"vDt
. s10d

Both these quantities can be relatively precisely obtained
from our experiment. The complete spatial profile ofnSPAszd
and that of the carriers excited through the TPA process

nTPAszd = b8Fszd2/2 s11d

then can be determined.
The solution of Eq.(9) can be found numerically for both

saturation models. Moreover, an approximate analytical so-
lution giving a better insight into the problem can be also

easily obtained assuming that the TPA process is significant
only in a thin slab near the surface where the SPA is satu-
rated. This means that Eq.(9) exhibits two different regimes:
(i) in a thin layer close to the surface,nSPA.nmax with an
arbitrarily high nTPA and (ii ) deeper in the sample,
nSPA,nmax while nTPA!nSPA. This is accounted for by the
following condition:

b8

nmax
Fs

2 ! 1. s12d

which, as we show later, is satisfied in GaAs for our experi-
mental conditions.

An approximate solution of(9) for Model I then reads
(see Appendix for details):

Fszd = Fs lnh1 + feFi/Fs − 1ge−a0sz−zs+z1dj, s13d

where

z1 =
1

a0
SFi

Fs
− 1D , s14d

zs =
1

"vÎnmax b8
arctanF sFi − FsdÎb8/nmax

1 + FiFsb8/nmax
G , s15d

and whereFi =s1−RdF0 is the incident pump fluence(cor-
rected by the Fresnel lossesR due to the reflection on the
input surface). Note that the photoinduced change of the op-
tical reflectivity is smaller than 1% for our experimental
conditions.18–20 The physical meaning of the parameterszs
and z1 becomes clear from Fig. 2 which is plotted for a
model set of parameters and for two incident fluences. For
incident fluencesFi exceeding the saturation fluenceFs,
there is a layer near the surface where the concentration of
SPA-excited electrons is approximately equal tonmax. The
positionzs is of our fundamental interest: It defines the depth
where the concentration of SPA-excited particles start to de-
cay rapidly. On the other hand, the positionz1 can be iden-
tified with a rapid drop-down of the concentration of SPA-
excited particles in a hypothetical model with vanishing
TPA. For low fluences, these positions practically coincide
and the slope of their dependence onFi provides information
on nmax. For higher fluences, the curvezssFid saturates due to
TPA and the saturation value provides the parameterb8.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We excite with an excess energy of 125 meV above the
band-gap. Taking into account the interband transitions both
from the heavy-hole and from the light-hole valence bands
and the bandwidth of the pump pulses, we can estimate the
density of states in the conduction band which can be filled
by electrons through SPA. However, this quantity depends to
some extent on the degree of redistribution of the free carri-
ers in the energy space during the excitation process which
lasts about 55 fs. Two limiting cases can be considered.

(i) One assumes that no significant relaxation or redistri-
bution of the photoexcited electron density in the energy
space occurs so fast. Then, within the spectral full-width-at-

FIG. 2. Density of free carriers generated by TPA and SPA near
the surface of the sample for two incident pump fluencesF0; pa-
rameters: b8=1.131023 J−2 m, nmax=2.531018 cm−3. Model I:
nSPA (solid line), nTPA (dotted line); Model II: nSPA (dashed line),
hypotheticalnSPA for b8=0, i.e., neglecting the TPA(dash-dotted
line). Inset: Density of SPA-carriers versus the light fluence; Model
I (solid line), Model II (dashed line).
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half-maximum(FWHM) of the pump pulse, free electrons
can be created with 50–150 meV excess energy above the
bottom of the conduction band. It leads to the density of
available states of 431018 cm−3.

(ii ) One assumes a very fast and efficient redistribution of
electrons during 55 fs. Then all the states between the bot-
tom of the conduction band and the excess energy of about
180 meV (corresponding to twice the FWHM of the pump
pulse) may become available: this corresponds to the density
of 631018 cm−3.

Clearly, neither of these limits is realistic and the true
experimental value should lie in between. The electron-LO
phonon interaction occurs usually on the timescale of hun-
dreds of femtosecond and will not significantly contribute to
the energy redistribution during the pump pulse duration.21

The carrier-carrier scattering process may be efficient on
shorter time scales. On the other hand, it has been shown22

that this last process is limited at high carrier densities owing
to the Pauli blocking of the states at the bottom of the con-
duction band and owing to an efficient femtosecond buildup
of screening of the Coulomb interaction.

Thus, it seems reasonable to expect the critical bleaching
concentration of free electrons(and holes) corresponding to
the population inversion threshold(one half of the available
states) to benmax=2.531018 cm−3 with an error smaller than
0.531018 cm−3.

For F0*70 mJ/cm2 the measured waveforms are very
similar to that represented by the dotted line in Fig. 3. The
phase of the first echo is changed byp owing to the reflec-
tion on the conductive photoexcited layer(optically denser
medium) but its temporal shape matches well that of the
direct pass. Note that the integrated power of this echo is
higher than in equilibrium, because the reflection coefficient
on a metallike surface is close to unity.

For F0=70 mJ/cm2 the concentration of carriers at the
surface is just equal tonmax and the experimentally obtained
advance of the echo is equal tot=20±12 fs. This corre-
sponds to the excited layer thickness of 0.85±0.5mm which
is in agreement with the expected linear penetration depth of
0.75mm in GaAs. All these findings mean that we may de-
fine an effective position of the interface where the THz echo
is reflected as

z0 = zs + 1/a0, s16d

and that, within the experimental uncertainty, both models
described in the previous section may be equivalently used
for the description of the experiment. We have verified for a
large number of incident fluences that the shape of the 1st
THz echo does not differ significantly from that of the refer-
ence one and we have measured the temporal advancet of
these echoes compared to the equilibrium situation; subse-
quently, we have deduced the interface positionz0 and the
saturation depthzs.

For high fluences we have found a significant anisotropy
of z0 which depends on the pump beam polarization. Figure
4 shows the experimental results. Fitting the results using
formula (15) confirms the predicted value of the saturated
concentrationnmax and provides the value of the nonlinear
coefficients bf110g8 =1.131023 J−2 m and bf100g8 =0.9
31023 J−2 m which allows us to estimate the TPA coeffi-
cients: bf110g=220±50 cm/GW and bf100g
=180±50 cm/GW using the Gaussian approximation of the
temporal pulse shape. The uncertainty in the absolute values
of the TPA coefficientsb is rather large because the shape of
the incident pulse and, consequently, the value ofr, are not
precisely known. On the other hand, the anisotropy of the
TPA coefficient s2 Im x1221

s3d +Im x1122
s3d d / Im x1111

s3d =1.45 is
quite accurate. This result is close to the values 1.4±0.3 and
1.76±0.08 obtained earlier at 1064 nm23 and at 950 nm,15

respectively.
Note that we have used the results of our fit to plot the

curves in Fig. 2; thus, they provide a true picture of the
carrier distribution at the surface of GaAs upon high-
intensity photoexcitation with fs pulses. In a thin layer close
to the surface the density of carriers excited through the TPA
process largely exceedsnmax: For the largest used excitation
fluence one obtains nTPA=3.731019 cm−3 and 4.4
31019 cm−3 at the surface for the[100] and [110] polariza-
tion directions, respectively. On the other hand,nTPAszd rap-
idly decreases and, depending on the input fluence, it be-
comes negligible within 4–7mm depth. The left-hand side

FIG. 3. Measured waveforms of the transmitted THz field.
Small circles indicate equivalent points on the reference and signal
echoes.

FIG. 4. Interface position versus incident pump fluence(pump
polarizationi f110g). Points: experimental data; solid line: fit using
Eqs. (16) and (15); dotted line: linear penetration depth 1/a0;
dashed line: Hypothetical interface position for vanishing TPA
sb=0d. Inset: Angular dependence of the interface position for
F0=4.2 mJ/cm2.
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of the inequality(12) reaches 0.01 which validates our ana-
lytical solution.

The experimental values ofb found in the literature15,16,24

span over the range of 20–30 cm/GW for excitation wave-
lengths well below the band gap(1064 and 950 nm). In the
theory Imxs3d is proportional to the sum of two-photon mo-
mentum matrix elements over all the states in the valence
and conduction bands[with energiesEvskd andEcskd, respec-
tively] which satisfy the energy conservation law expressed
by the presence of a Fermi Golden rule delta function
dsEcskd−Evskd−2"vd.25–28 As all the relevant momentum
matrix elements are nonresonant, they are not expected to
exhibit a large dispersion. In a rough approximation, the
main dispersion is assumed to arise from the summation over
the delta function which can be converted to the joint density
of states for the valence and conduction bands. At the same
time, the joint density of states determines also to a large
extent the behavior of the imaginary part of the linear per-
mittivity se=e1+ ie2d.29 We can thus write within a first semi-
quantitative approximation(cf. Ref. 27):

bsvd ~ v
e2s2vd
e1s2vd

. s17d

Using the data for the dispersion ofe in GaAs30 and Eq.(17)
one can estimate the expected ratio
bs800 nmd /bs1064 nmd<9 andbs800 nmd /bs950 nmd<5.
This indicates that with decreasing photon wavelength, the
TPA coefficient is expected to exhibit a strong enhancement
and to reach values exceeding 100 cm/GW. We believe that
this enhancement is unambiguously observed in our experi-
ments and we interpret it as due to resonant two-photon tran-
sitions into theL-valley.

V. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a new experimental scheme of THz
probing of photoexcited semiconductors and we have dem-
onstrated its usefulness by determining the two-photon ab-
sorption coefficient of GaAs at 800 nm and its anisotropy. To
our knowledge, we have performed the first experimental
evaluation ofb in the spectral range exceeding the direct gap
energy. The underlying model allows us to quantify the com-
petition between the single- and two-photon absorption and
to calculate the photoexcited carrier densities as a function of
the distance from the sample surface. Finally, our experi-
ments identify an upper limit for the photoexcited electron
density in GaAs using pump photons with low excess energy
(typically Ti:sapphire lasers), which has been often overesti-
mated in previous works.
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APPENDIX: SOLUTION OF THE MODELS

In this Appendix we solve Eq.(9) assuming approxima-
tion (12). The description by means of model I is probably

more realistic, however, we start the analysis with model II,
which provides a clear insight into the solution.

Close to the sample surfacenSPA=nmax, Eq. (9) then be-
comes:

1

"v

dFszd
dz

= − nmax− b8F2szd. sA1d

One finds after the integration

Fszd = Fi
1 − Xszd/U
1 + UXszd

, sA2d

where

U = FiÎ b8

nmax
,

Xszd = tans"vÎnmax b8zd.

Equation(A2) describes how the pump radiation fluence is
depleted due to the TPA and due to the saturated SPA from
the initial valueFi at the surface down toFs at the so called
saturation depthzs defined byFszsd=Fs. Using (A2), this
leads to Eq.(15) for zs.

Following the condition(12), TPA is negligible atzs. Thus
for z.zs Eq. (9) yields a linear absorption process

Fszd = Fse
−a0sz−zsd. sA3d

In the case of a weak TPAsb8→0d the profile of the carrier
density is the same but one obtains a modified saturation
depthz1

zs → z1 =
1

a0
SFi

Fs
− 1D . sA4d

Physically it means that, in the region where SPA is satu-
rated, the TPA process depletes a number of photons, which
depends onFi andb8. This number directly determines the
position of the interface between the excited and unexcited
region but it does not influence its shape.

Concerning model I, let us start the analysis by the case of
negligible TPAsb8=0d. Then the equation

1

"v

dFszd
dz

= − nmaxf1 − e−Fszd/Fsg, sA5d

has to be solved. One finds after integration

Fszd = Fs lnh1 + feFi/Fs − 1ge−a0zj. sA6d

The drop-down in the carrier densitynSPA is then found near
z=z1. Taking into account the arguments given above, in the
case of a nonvanishingb8 the drop-down ofnSPA occurs atzs
in a very good approximation. This can be accounted for by
a linear transformation of coordinates:z→z−zs+z1 which
leads to the formula(13) for the fluence and to the following
profile of nSPA (see Fig. 2)

nSPAszd = nmaxH1 −
1

1 + feFi/Fs − 1ge−a0sz−zs+z1dJ . sA7d

We have verified by a numerical calculation that this equa-
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tion is an excellent approximation of the exact solution. The
difference of the interface positions provided by Eq.(A7)

and by a numerical solution of Eq.(9) is smaller than 50 nm
for our experimental conditions.
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